
G9
GREW UP PLAYING ICE
HOCKEY IN THE WINTER
AND FASTBALL IN THE
SUMMER. FELL IN LOVE
WITH BASKETBALL IN G9
WHEN MY VICE
PRINCIPAL COACH
INTRODUCED ME TO IT

One need not look any further than any professional sports league to know that amazing

coaches, the kind that inspire and lead, come with a variety of personalities (e.g., Pat Quinn

and Don Cherry). In Coach Leduc's case, that personality is described by Mulgrave athletes

as being a little 'crazy' (read passionate) and a lot 'dedicated'. His work ethic inspires 
students on and off the court, and he's described as being the kind of coach that will ask you for 110% while giving 200% himself.
"I will never call out a player for a mistake; not working hard and lack of commitment, those are things I don't really tolerate,"
shared Mr. Leduc, emphasising that his philosophy leaves room for students to learn by trying things out. "I want to get all
students comfortable with making mistakes. If you are not making mistakes, you are not pushing yourself to the point of
growth."
 And, like all great coaches, his work is non-stop, with much of the 'real' work happening off the court through mentoring,
practice and training that address both physical and mental skills so each individual player is ready to capitalise on
opportunities while also playing as a team. Being both a teacher and a player, as well as a coach, gives Mr. Leduc a privileged
vantage point and enables him to support athletes as they learn to balance academic, service, leadership and athletic
commitments, a role he admittedly  thrives in.

A PROFILE IN EXCELLENCE
MULGRAVE SCHOOL

TOP 3
QUALITIES IN A COACH:

-PASSION
-CHARACTER/INTEGRITY
-THE ABILITY TO
INSPIRE OTHERS.

CLAUDE 'COACH' LEDUC
Head of Athletics & Physical Education, Salsa Dancer, Athlete and Team Sport Aficionado

"Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection, we can
achieve excellence" - Vince Lombardi



Where did you learn to salsa?

I first learned how to salsa dance while volunteering in Costa Rica for
2 months. I then got to practice and hone my skills  in Colombia after
travelling there to do volunteer work on two different occasions.
Here in Vancouver, the Croatian Cultural Centre used to be a good
place to go out salsa dancing but lately I do most of my dancing when I
travel on volunteer trips to Central and South America. In the last few
years, I have been favouring merengue dancing with Elvis Crespo's
'Suavemente' being at the top of my list.

COACH'S CORNER

LEDUC ON UNSTRUCTURED PLAY

MULGRAVE SCHOOL

Q&A

Most memorable coaching moment?

This is really tough as I have been blessed to work with so many outstanding student-athletes and
teams over the years. Beating Pemberton in the Lower Mainland Championship game in 2012,
though, is right up there given that many people had written us off before the game was even
played - they were much bigger than us and had beaten us both times we played them during the
regular season. It just goes to show you what belief, teamwork, and heart can achieve. 

CLAUDE LEDUC BIO

Although you would not suspect this when
touring the city with Claude, the
'adopted native' was born in Ontario and
moved to BC in 1995 with a plan to play beach
volleyball for a season before heading off to
Australia to travel for a year. He fell in love with
BC and enjoyed life here so much that he never
ended up leaving. Though Australia has not yet
made it to his list as a destination, he has been
fortunate enough to visit many other countries.

Mr. Leduc has Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Education degrees from Ontario, and he earned
a Master of Education degree at UBC. As his
colleagues and students would attest, Claude is
a passionate advocate for active living. He is
most comfortable coaching and loves to follow
team sports (favourite among them basketball).
In his spare time, Coach Leduc can be found
playing basketball, volleyball, hockey or disc
golf, participating in a race, reading, dancing or
practicing a foreign language while on a trip.

As an educator and coach, I see the significant contributions that
both formal sports (e.g., adult-led youth leagues) and informal
sports (e.g. pick-up games) have on the physical, cognitive, social,
and emotional development of young adults. Unfortunately, it
seems to me that the value of the former has risen far above that of
the latter as students are shuttled from school and league practices
and games, to one-on-one training and skill development lessons,
leaving little to no time for going out to a nearby court for some
unstructured games.
Although the reasons for the lopsided trend elude me, I have not
lost sight of the specific benefits associated with informal play and
look for opportunities to bring that into my teaching and coaching.
Chief among these benefits is the development of the interpersonal
skills resulting from having to agree on rules, compromise,
collaborate with strangers, and resolve disputes in a productive
manner; all of which are natural by-products of informal play.
Characterised by the fact that the playing is organised, managed
and led by the players themselves, I, as an example, carve out time
to develop opportunities for students to organise games where
they determine the rules and teams.
Although the tenets are very similar (i.e., play hard, play fair, have
fun and display good sportsmanship) students have noticed that the
soft skills stretched in one type of game versus another vary
greatly, and they can appreciate the value of the skills learnt
through both. Thus, as a parent and/or coach, it is important for us
to remind  them to try to find a balanced approach that makes time
for both.                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                    - CL


